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It is an unsatisfactory but all-too-familiar denoue-
ment of divorce battles involving children: the judge
who must allow a violent man back into his family’s

lives because there is no proof of abuse claims. Oscar-
nominated Xavier Legrand’s French-language thriller
“Custody,” an unsparing account of abuse focusing as
much on the damage to the children, has earned acclaim
at home and on the festivals circuit ahead its summer US
release.

“I would like people to realize that domestic violence
is a real scourge in our society and that children are also
victims who are too often forgotten,” Legrand, 40, said
during the COLCOA festival of French film in Los
Angeles, which wraps on Monday. “And especially that
they understand that these kinds of situations can turn
into horror. These are murders. Under no circumstances
are these crimes of passion.”

Over half of the killings of women in the United
States are related to domestic violence, government fig-
ures show, with victims often dying at the hands of an ex
who was granted shared custody of the children. Last
year the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
analyzed around 10,000 murders of women in the
decade from 2003, finding that more than half were per-
petrated by a romantic partner or ex.  Data from
Legrand’s native France — 123 women killed by domes-
tic violence in 2016 — demonstrate that the problem is
not confined to the US.

Stranger danger    
The frightening reality of domestic violence runs

counter to an idea perpetuated by Hollywood that the
threat to women from men comes in the form of lunatic
serial killers lurking in dark alleys.  With a few creditable
exceptions-among them “Tyrannosaur” (2011), “Once
Were Warriors” (1995) or “Sleeping with the Enemy”
(1991) — spousal abuse
hasn’t been as captivating a
subject for filmmakers as the
much less common “stranger
danger.”

“Custody,” which was
written by Legrand, pre-
miered at the Venice Film
Festival last year, where it
was awarded the Silver Lion
for best direction and the
Lion of the Future for best
first feature film. Lauded by
the Los Angeles Times as a
“masterclass in tension modulation and psychological
entrapment,” it is released on July 13 in New York before
getting a nationwide rollout. Legrand’s debut feature-
length movie recounts the custody battle of the abused
wife and a menacing husband first portrayed in his pow-
erful Oscar-nominated 2013 short “Just Before Losing
Everything.”

Starting out as a nerve-jangling social drama,

“Custody” simmers until it boils over into a full-blown,
stomach-churning thriller, its pared-back screenplay aid-
ed by a conspicuous lack of music, a la Claude Chabrol
or Alfred Hitchcock.  Lea Drucker and Denis Menochet
reprise the roles they played in the short, while newcom-
er Thomas Gioria embodies the conflicting feelings and
terrors of the couple’s traumatized 12-year-old son.

Menochet, in particular, has
been singled out by critics for
his terrifying but nuanced
portrayal of a man humiliated
by allegations of abuse and
driven by possessive rage.

Fragility 
Perhaps more impressive

still was debut of Gioria, who
convinced Legrand as soon
as they met that he had the
sensitivity, maturity and
fragility-not to mention

courage-that the role required.  “I started at the same
age as Thomas. So I know that at that age, the mind is
very clear about reality and fiction,” said Legrand, an
accomplished theater actor who studied at the National
Academy of Dramatic Arts in Paris. He was clear from the
beginning that while the menace is ever-present, he
wanted the violence itself to take place off screen, hid-
den from view as it is in real life. 

The filmmaker met abuse victims, a judge, psycholo-
gists and police, and attended violent men’s groups to
prepare for the movie. He always intended “Custody” to
play out as a thriller, he says, rather than the type of
social drama mastered by directors like Federico Fellini,
Ken Loach or Mike Leigh. “The stories that some women
told me were really like thrillers,” he said. “That is the
essence of this kind of situation. Fear is at the heart of
domestic and family violence.” —AFP
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Actor/director Xavier Legrand speaks onstage during the
Colcoa French Film Festival Day 3 at the Directors Gild of
America, West Hollywood, California. — AFP

Viral internet sensation Mason Ramsey aka The Walmart Yodeling Boy performs
onstage with Florida Georgia Line during 2018 Stagecoach California’s Country
Music Festival at the Empire Polo Field in Indio, California. — AFP 

For Generation X, “The Karate Kid” is a
pop culture touchstone. Now, more than
30 years on, YouTube wants to bring a

new generation into the dojo. Thirteen years
after its creation, the wildly popular video-
sharing platform is rolling out its first major
original content series, “Cobra Kai”-a revival
of the 1980s saga with a twist. With the first
10-episode series going live online on May 2,
Google-owned  YouTube is also hoping to
draw new customers to its $10-a-month
streaming service, YouTube Red, which was
launched in 2015.

YouTube Red is now available in five coun-
tries-the US, Australia, New Zealand, Mexico
and South Korea.”-but YouTube says it will
reach dozens more by year’s end. The portal-
which now has 1.5 billion users-is hoping its
forays into original content will help change
the company’s economic model, which until
now has been largely based on ads and home-
grown viral video stars. To do that, and also
counter the rise of Netflix and Amazon, the
company have looked to a known quantity.

“The Karate Kid,” released in 1984, led to
three sequels, and even a reboot in 2010 star-
ring Will Smith’s son Jaden. Overall, the films
have taken in more than $500 million at the
box office worldwide. The star of the first film,
Ralph Macchio, and the creative team behind
such unhinged, raunchy comedies as the
“Harold and Kumar” films and “Blockers,” are
on board for “Cobra Kai.” 

The twist? 
The series-still set in the Los Angeles sub-

urbs-is a comedy, and it’s told not from the
perspective of Daniel LaRusso (Macchio), the
bullied teen hero who learns karate from a
martial arts master, but that of his nemesis
Johnny Lawrence (William Zabka). “Cobra
Kai” creators Josh Heald, Jonathan Hurwitz
and Hayden Schlossberg helped convince a
hesitant Macchio, now 56, to get on board. 

“They were so convincing, passionate,

completely well versed into the narrative of
where they wanted to go, respectful of the
nostalgia, the legacy of what the film is,”
Macchio said at a roundtable organized dur-
ing the recent Tribeca Film Festival. “It’s their
‘Star Wars’,” he added, referring to the series
creators’ passion for the source material.
“They know much more about the movie than
I do, which is kind of freaky.”

Nostalgia card    
“Cobra Kai” subverts the usual hero-villain

set-up of many martial arts film by exploring
the complexity of Johnny, who was somewhat
misunderstood, and thus demonized. Johnny,
now in his 50s, has led a life full of ups and
downs-mostly downs. Viewers can imagine
that Daniel’s triumphant kick in the original
film’s ultimate bout was the beginning of his
woes.  Johnny is offered a chance to rebuild
his life-and upset that of his old rival, now a
successful car dealer.

Karate still takes center stage, along with a

more general look at martial arts training and
teenage relationships-all hallmarks of the
original films. But the show has an off-kilter
humor that stems from Heald, Hurwitz and
Schlossberg. With a cast of mainly young
actors, YouTube hopes “Cobra Kai” can earn
a following with a generation whose parents
remember the first films, but often don’t
understand what makes their own kids tick.

“There was something especially about
bullying that looked very 2018 to us,” said
Heald. “We had to show restraint. We had to
pull ourselves back and resist the will to just
swim in a ‘Karate Kid’ fan bath.” YouTube has
already produced some series for YouTube
Red, including a fresh take on the popular
“Step Up” street dance films. The first episode
of “Step Up: High Water,” put online in late
January, has so far been seen 12 million times.
But those shows were squarely aimed at the
under-25 crowd. With “Cobra Kai,” YouTube
is hoping to also play the nostalgia card, and
win over a much bigger audience. —AFP 
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1980s classic ‘Karate Kid’ reborn as
YouTube joins content wars

Actors Ralph Macchio, left, and Billy Zabka participate in a panel discussion during the NYC Tribeca
Red Carpet + screening of the YouTube Red series ‘Cobra Kai’ at SVA Theater in New York City. — AFP 

CHICAGO: In a whirlwind month, 11-
year-old Mason Ramsey has gone
from singing at a Walmart near his
rural Midwestern US town, to becom-
ing an internet sensation, and now,
scoring a major music contract
announced Friday.  The American
country music-loving boy has signed a
deal with two record labels-Atlantic
Records and the Nashville-based Big
Loud-and released his first single
Friday, aptly titled “Famous.” 

“I’d been to Nashville a few times
before, but never thought something
like this would happen,” the young
singer was quoted as saying, in a joint
statement released by the music labels.
Smartphone video posted in late
March showed Ramsey singing at a
Walmart store near his home in
Harrisburg, Illinois-something he said
he did often. His yodeling performance
went viral, garnering 31 million views-
and counting.  It featured Ramsey
singing “Lovesick Blues” by the late
Hank Williams.

The legendary American singer-
songwriter, who was among the first
country music superstars, is Ramsey’s
favorite musician.  Ramsey’s sudden
internet fame caused Williams’ 1949
rendition of the song to spike 1,800
percent on various music services such
as Spotify-getting one million streams,
according to Billboard magazine.
Global searches for the lyrics to the
song also spiked.  Like his idol, Ramsey
has been thrust into the spotlight and
become the subject of internet memes
and video remixes. 

Walmart sponsored a concert star-
ring Ramsey at the same store where
he initially performed. He has sung at
the prestigious Coachella music festival
and on country music’s biggest stage,
the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville. “He is
a down to earth kid who loves country
music,” Big Loud’s Seth England said in
a statement. Next, the young singer is
working on a new video to accompany
his just-released single. —AFP 
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After 16 years in self-imposed exile, Thomas
Mapfumo, one of Zimbabwe’s most popular and
outspoken musicians, has returned home dis-

playing the same defiance that forced him to flee. “I
was speaking out against the government and what
was happening,” he told AFP as he recalled his vocal
and much-celebrated opposition to Robert Mugabe,
who was ousted from power in November.

“There was no rule of law. Everything was just out
of order. There was a lot of dictatorship going on. I
don’t tolerate dictatorship.” Mapfumo, 72, has
remained a beloved national hero despite moving to
the United States, and he has been mobbed by fans
since flying back into Harare to perform at an all-night
concert on Saturday. “We were happy to hear that
Mugabe was gone... (but) it seems we are not devel-
oping,” he said. “Most of our people are still living in
squalor. Our health system is going down. Our educa-
tion system is going down. “The economy is in sham-
bles. We don’t have our own currency. The poor are
getting poorer, the rich are getting richer.”

Popular hero    
Mapfumo’s popularity dates back to before

Zimbabwe’s independence when his songs called on
youths to take up arms and fight against white-minori-
ty rule. One tune-”Mothers send our offspring off to
fight in the war”-became a rallying call and unofficial

anthem, spurring many to join the independence war.
Mapfumo played at the country’s independence cele-
brations in 1980, after Bob Marley’s famous set.

But he soon became a critic of Mugabe, who held
onto power for 37 years during which music became a
key expression of resistance. In 1989, Mapfumo
released a protest album titled “Corruption” which was
banned on state radio and television but was still a
huge underground hit. As Mugabe cracked down on
any sign of dissent, opposition gatherings were banned
and security forces brutally targeted any critics. —AFP 
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United States-based Zimbabwean musician Thomas
Mapfumo speaks during an interview in Harare. — AFP 

Mamma Mia! Here we go again: Sweden’s leg-
endary disco group ABBA announced on
Friday that they have reunited to record two

new songs, 35 years after their last single, sparking joy
and surprise among fans. “We all four felt that, after
some 35 years, it could be fun to join forces again and
go into the recording studio. So we did,” the group
said in a statement after repeatedly vowing they would
never reunite. 

The new songs “I Still Have Faith In You” and “Don’t
Shut Me Down” were recorded last summer, the band’s
manager Gorel Hanser told TT news agency.  The quar-
tet split up in 1982 after dominating the disco scene for
more than a decade with hits like “Waterloo”, “Dancing
Queen”, “Mamma Mia” and “Super Trouper”. “It was
like time had stood still and that we only had been away
on a short holiday. An extremely joyful experience!”
members Agnetha Faltskog, Bjorn Ulvaeus, Anni-Frid
Lyngstad and Benny Andersson added. 

The group, which sold more than 400 million albums,
have not sung together publicly since 1986. “I think it’s
going to sound pretty much like their last songs from
1982, with quite a mild tempo, not like ‘Voulez-Vous’ or
‘Gimme Gimme Gimme’,” Carl Magnus Palm, who has
written several books about the group, said.  “Frida’s
and Agnetha’s voices are the same, so it won’t be a huge
difference,” he said.

Palm said he was stunned by Friday’s announcement.
“I’m as surprised as everyone else.... They’ve always
been so adamant that they weren’t going to make new
music.” The news came as Sweden mourned the death
of another of its music sensations, Avicii, one of the
world’s most successful DJs whose real name was Tim

Bergling. He was found dead a week ago in Oman where
he had been on holiday with friends. 

Come of age   
Computerized avatars are to perform “I Still Have

Faith In You” in a TV special produced by NBC and the
BBC to be broadcast in December, the group said. “We
have come of age, but the song is new. And it feels
good.” Bjorn, 73, was married to Agnetha, 68, and Benny,
71, was married to Anni-Frid, 72. The group dominated
the 1970s disco scene with their glitzy costumes, kitsch
dance routines and catchy melodies. —AFP 

Mamma Mia! ABBA make new music after 35 years

(L-R) Picture taken in Stockholm shows Benny Andersson,
Anni-Frid Lyngstad, Agnetha Faltskog and Bjorn Ulvaeus,
members of the Swedish pop group ‘Abba’ posing after
winning the Swedish branch of the Eurovision Song
Contest with their song ‘Waterloo.’ — AFP 


